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If you want to contact our 

Chapter Director, Kevin 

Bramhoff, please email him 

at:   kbramhoff1@shaw.ca

If you have an article, joke, 

story of a recent ride, item 
for sale or something to 

say, please email the 
information to Robyn at 

robynmacrae@gmail.com 

A message from our CD!A message from our CD!

Chapter BCChapter BC--CC

NEWSLETTERNEWSLETTER

GWRRAGWRRA

Fellow Wingers of Chapter C
Spring is coming…really it is! Trust me, we will all forget this winter soon enough when 
can get our bikes on the road!

Getting the bikes ready will be on our minds as well as where we can get this done if not 
by ourselves. Suggestions from some of the more mechanically minded in our group 

would be most welcome and published in our newsletter.
The Region J Rally will on the August Long weekend this year, in Fort Langley. I have 

sent notices to all electronically, remember register early. If you require forms or did not 

receive my notice, let us know and we will send the registration forms to you. That goes 
for the upcoming Salmon arm trip as well. “Victoria days”, May 20th – 22nd. We need a 

good representative Chapter C crowd in Salmon Arm “cause we gotta cook 

breakfast” and Gavin will need assistance and volunteers!

The Bike Show happened and for me was a bit of a let down, although Karin & I got a 

great deal on some new helmets, yes full face…however, we are not giving up the 
beanies just yet! Hopefully it was enjoyable & informative for most of you. The GWRRA 

booth was manned by Chapter C for part of the show duration, so many thanks to those 
that volunteered. 

The ride schedule is published and it was sent to all by electronic link & PDF and is 
available in it’s physical form…you know paper you can touch and read, or as in my 

case, provided you have your glasses. Please refer to it when planning or seeking ride 

dates etc. At least amongst our group there will be no confusion with respect to ride 
dates and phone numbers.

We are always looking for articles for the newsletter. I implore you all to attempt to 
contribute something! It can be anything from a mechanical tip to a recipe for the road, it 

does not matter. What does matter is that everyone contributes something, IT’S OUR 

NEWSLETTER, LET’S ENSURE WE “ALL” MAKE IT OUR OWN! Okay enough said.
Mr. Terry Teeft has put together a mileage contest for us all to have fun with. That will 

tie into our chapter rides as well as any other riding that we do in a given period of time. 
He has contracted an “individual artiste type” to create a special award for the ultimate 

winner! Rules are to follow. He will reveal 
all soon enough. We will need to obtain 

odometer readings from all entrants by 

April 30th. Details can be discussed at 
the March Meeting. 

Gavin Karey-McKenna has been 
appointed as our new Chapter Educator 

and was sworn in at the February meeting. 

We are looking forward to good things 
from him for our group.

Murry Murdoch has agreed to become
our new MEC Officer. I am arranging the 

paperwork for the head office types and 
we will get him sworn in, not at, ASAP

Continued on page 4



STORES

10” round Black & Gold  $16

4” round Black & Gold    $5

10” round B&G Helmet

4” round B&G Helmet

Rockers -BC-C                 $20

-Region J              $15            

*See Wayne at our

regular meeting for

purchase

}$10 set

Facebook Gwrra-Bcc
Next Meeting

Our next monthly Chapter meeting will be held 

on March 21 at Characters on the corner of 

Hocking and Young. Dinner at 6pm and the 

meeting at 7pm.

Our next breakfast is scheduled for March 12  at 

Jimmy J located next door to Characters. At 

9:30 am.

Don’t forget to check out the 

facebook page and add your own 

words of wisdom or pictures to 

enhance our site. If you don’t know 
how, then email the photo’s and  

info to     robynmacrae@gmail.com

March Events

1      BC-A  Dinner Meeting

4 BC-C March Blah’s Party

12 BC-C Breakfast/Ride

17-19    WA-E Surf Walk

18 BC-D St. Paddy’s Lupper

19    BC-A Breakfast Meeting/silent auction

21    BC-C Dinner Meeting

24 BC-D Me & Ed’s Pizza night

25 BC-D Games Night

26    BC-C     Breakfast/Ride

April Events

1      BC-D Wacky Diner

5     BC-D Dinner Meeting 

8     WA-E  Early Spring Fun Run

9     BC-C Breakfast/Ride

9      BC-A/D Road Captain/Co-rider  

course

18    BC-C Dinner Meeting

22    BC-A Bike Maintenance Day

23    BC-C     Breakfast/Ride

23    BC-A Breakfast meeting

23    Team Riding Course

29    Mall Show



I know it will be soon. You will go to the garage, pull out your ride, your machine, your Wing, or whatever you call your gorgeous Gold 

Wing, and go for a spin. How far you go isn’t figured into the ride because distance is not a factor. Where you go is only a thought that 

motivated you to head out in the first place, and if you are like me, the destination can change with simply turning left instead of right. 

When you began this journey, you decided that only time was the deciding factor, and yet again like me, time becomes as flexible as 

destination and distance. This is exactly the feeling at the beginning of each journey that most Gold Wing riders will share with you. 

From a 2016 GL1800, all the way back 41 years to the 1975 GL1000, every GL has had state-of-the art comfort and smoothness. Each 

year it was manufactured, style and dependability were the focus for improvements and Honda never looked back. Or did they?

The 1975 actually hit most markets by May of the same year because unlike other years, Honda began production in late January of

’75. All other manufacturers had as much as a five month head start on the GL1000. Kawasaki, Yamaha, Suzuki and BMW had already 

entered the year with their “big guns.” Honda was slated to manufacture around 20,000 GLs for 1975 and they got close. However, 

because of poor sales in the beginning, they scaled it back to around 18K* units. They also took a gamble and made very few changes 

for the ’76 model year with some frames and engines taken from the ’75 units being produced. One color was introduced for 1976

and that was Sulfur Yellow. But even that color was 

minimally produced because of its early rejection by 

the purchasing public, as well as notable dealer 

dislike of the Sulfur Yellow Prototype serial number 

GL1-1000002 shown in Las Vegas, at the 1974 Dealer

Show. This flat four cylinder, 999 cc, water cooled, 

shaft driven, under seat fuel tank design was a huge

gamble for Honda and their investment was 

substantial at the very least. Was the GL1000 Gold 

Wing going to be what they had hoped it to be or was 

it destined for eventual failure? In the very beginning 

of introducing their Prototype units shown at the same 

September 1974 Dealer Show in Las Vegas, two of these

five units had a frame mounted fairing attached. Most 

dealers who attended were unimpressed, but as time 

went on, these same dealers began to buy the recently 

developed aftermarket frame mounted fairings because 

you and I, the buying public, decided that the missing components to complete this extraordinary machine was a touring package.

The marketing folks at Honda began to envision the real possibility that the Gold Wing was and should be thought of as a touring

motorcycle. As early as mid-1976, the decision was made to offer their own bolt on touring packages that would be available with the 

’78 production GLs. But once again, the styling of the ’78, as well as the ’79, was a slow seller. Much of the loss was due in part to the 

faux tank and its departure from the more stylish ’75, ’76 and ’77s. Many buyers were uncertain about the stamped and riveted wheels 

as well. One item was for certain – the Gold Wing engine was a bulletproof design and still ahead of all the other manufacturers.

In 1977, the manufacturing year of the ’78 model, the serial numbers began with GL1-40000xx and ended with GL1-4051xxx. I have 

located ’78 numbers that bear this out. There seems to be 51,000 GLs manufactured in ’78, but with weak sales, this number wouldn’t 

make sense unless some of those numbers were also 1979 models as well, which began with GL1-41000xx. The mystery here is why 

would they build the ’78 and the ’79 together? Conjecture on my part is that this is a possibility. However, the fact remains that the 

evidence seems to bear this out – serial number plates show the month made, as well as one that is GL1-4051xxx. While the market for 

the ’78 was weak but solid, it seems doubtful that 51,000 1978 models were built in 1977 when around 20,000 were built in earlier 

years. What if in 1977 or early 1978, Honda began, in earnest, another full design phase of the next model of the venerable Gold Wing? 

What if they upsized the displacement to 1085 cc without changing the engine design in order to concentrate on the second generation 

Gold Wing? It was to be a stand-alone grand touring unit complete with Honda developed fairing, lowers, a two-up seat, saddlebags 

and a trunk. All of this would be an unprecedented change that would bring to the market the true icon of this and future touring 

machines – the 1980 GL1100 Interstate. A perfect description of Honda’s dream was to take the Gold Wing into the touring class. It was

a very new market area and a new level of Honda, utilizing a design perfectly suitable for any road trip on one unique, comfortable and 

smooth package. If this path were true, it would be a very interesting part of the evolution of the Gold Wing. My research is ongoing.

*Data in this article is based on the known information gathered at the time of writing.

Submitted by Gerri Crosson (from WingWorld Magazine)

The Gold Wing EvolutionThe Gold Wing EvolutionThe Gold Wing EvolutionThe Gold Wing Evolution



February’s 50/50 
Winner

Ken Watson

Continued from page 1

It is our 25th anniversary year, I am planning to celebrate 

by creating an event for us all to attend and have some 
fun. I am searching for some ideas for an anniversary 

ride. Bring you thoughts on the subject to the March 

meeting. I am busy planning our Sunday rides for this 
year so it would be helpful to have some good ideas to 

work with before I cast them in stone only to be changed 
later… Please be mindful when planning your schedule 

when riding season starts I will send notices of our 
Sunday Rides 3-4 days before the ride date so everyone 

is aware. This year I would like an RSVP so I know how 

many riders to plan for.
Our Great Country will be 150 years’ young this year and 

there will more than likely be many events to tie a ride or 
two into. Remember that Parks Canada passes are all 

free this year, perhaps someone could think of a ride / 

destination that ties that into one of our rides. I look 

forward to suggestions from the group. Just 

remember, Sir John A MacDonald drank Gin during 
parliamentary sittings…you know, ideas? 

Well not much of a message, more like a load of… (use 
your imagination) anyway that’s all Karin & I have for this 

newsletter. I am looking forward to spring and getting on 

the Bikes.
Until next month – Be Safe, Ride Safe 

Respectfully
Kevin Bramhoff,

Karin Young 

BC-C



Well fellow wingers I thought I

would share a couple of articles
I read on the internet recently. 

Some interesting thoughts and 

facts, enjoy!

Do motorcycle riders follow too 

closely?
From the web site, Motorbike Writer.

Posted on 1ST DECEMBER, 2016 BY MARK HINCHLIFFE

A new study has found that one of the most common 

motorcycle crashes is riders running into the rear end of 

vehicles in front because they follow too closely.
The Virginia Tech Transportation Institute motorcycle crash 

study for Motorcycle Safety Foundation chose 100 volunteer 
riders to carry cameras so they could study their behaviour.

They recorded more than half a million kilometres of riding 
which included 30 crashes and 122 near-misses.

While the study is just the start of their real-world analysis, it 

did reveal the most common incident (35 crashes or near-
misses) was riders crashing or just missing the rear end of 

the vehicle in front.
FOLLOW TOO CLOSELY?

Riders often complain about being tailgated, but there is also 

a tendency for riders to follow vehicles closely. I confess to 
doing it myself.

The reason we follow closely is because a rider doesn’t have 
a bonnet/hood blocking their view of the road ahead.

Car drivers can’t see about 10m of road in front of them, so 

their visible road gap to the next vehicle is already 10m. If 
they then leave a gap of visible road, that is on top of the 

10m.
Riders don’t have that 10m buffer. They see all of the road in 

front of their front tyre, so they tend to creep up closer to the 

vehicle in front, erroneously believing they are leaving a 
reasonable gap.

We also tend to want to overtake vehicles in front of us, so 
we follow closely to overtake quickly.

Kevin’s Musings
STOPPING DISTANCES
The problem is that a car with four large rubber contact 
patches on the bitumen will stop a lot faster than a 

motorcycle with two narrow tyres.

So if a vehicle stops suddenly, a rider has a lot less 
stopping distance before hitting the vehicle.

Also, it only takes a moment’s inattention and a stopped 
vehicle that is suddenly turning across the traffic looms 

up on us. 

We need to leave a three-second gap when we follow a 

vehicle. To gauge the gap, watch the rear of the vehicle 
in front pass a roadside object, then count to three and 

your bike should then be alongside that same object.
WEAVING TO AVOID A REAR-ENDER
Another cause of these rear-end incidents is that bikes 

cannot weave around a wide object, such as a vehicle 
in front, as quickly as a car can.

Yes, you may be able to steer or counter-steer your 
bike quickly, but after a quick flick of the bars, it tends to 

stand back up again.

Try it yourself. Steer or counter-steer the bike at any 
speed and see how far you go before the bike wants to 

stop steering and run straight again.
So if you are following a vehicle closely and it suddenly 

stops, you have less chance of avoiding the rear end of 
the vehicle. That’s especially true if you are riding in the 

middle of the lane like in the photo below.

You can increase your chances of weaving around the 

vehicle if you are riding in the left our right wheel track 
(depending on circumstances and whether it’s a left-

drive or right-drive country).

In this position, you have less distance to weave and 
avoid the vehicle in front.



Tacky Tropical Tacky Tropical 

Tourist PartyTourist Party
Now Wasn’t That A Party!

31 people in attendance (with 2 more joining us at the end of the 

evening) all dressed in bright, tropical, summery apparel. What 

better way to but the March Blah’s in their place. There were 

some interesting outfits to say the least. The potluck portion of the 

evening was amazing as usual with a huge array of dishes 

presented and not one was duplicated. Just a note that we do not

normally send around a sheet asking what folks are bringing but 

rather take a chance and just “Wing it”. It always works out for us. 

We had visitors from Chapter A in the form of chapter directors 

Keiller and Tracey. Thank you so much for making the trip from 

North Van to spend the evening with us. I hope that you enjoyed it 

as much as I did.

The room was brightly decorated to the theme of the night with 

posters, lights, palm trees, leis, and accessories. Thanks to all 

who contributed decorations and the time to decorate.

The evening was filled with lots of laughs as everyone took their 

turn donning even more interesting garb and accessories and 

having their pictures taken in our “photo booth”.  We made sure 

that we got EVERYONE to participate in this event. Thanks to 

Dave for getting all of the photos taken.

We had a couple of fun little games organized including the 

Tropical Tourist Quest run by Angela Meyer. I cannot believe how

fast some of these people can move when motivated. 

The end results of both games was that we were all winners! Of 

course we are! Check out the facebook page for more photos


